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EDITORIAL

Dear Lyceum Members,
my first year as international president has been very interesting and informative. I would like to take
the opportunity to thank my two closest co-workers, the international secretary and the international
treasurer, for all their contributions and dedication. Also the two Vice-Presidents have been most
ready to help whenever needed. Eltje (my predecessor), your support has been important.
All the Lyceum members who visited Florence, Italy late May experienced a most exquisite
programme. All was very well prepared for the BCI meeting. The three Cultural Days started with a
reception in the Palazzo Strossi Sacrati. We were 90 members altogether, and a few husbands. The
days were filled with special sights of Florence – all visits were very well planned, no queues and
very good guides. We saw many buildings and magnificent works of art – Florence! A special event
was the Gala dinner held in a 15th century palace, thanks to the Guicciardini family which still lives
there; Maria Teresa Guicciardini is a member of the Florence Lyceum Club. Still, my happiest
memory will be of the Italian Club members who were all so helpful and nice – always ready
whenever we needed anything!
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In June I received a request by email via our website from an English lady, Helen Wilson, who is
interested in Lyceum. She lives not far from West Wycombe where our founder, Constance Smedley,
is buried (together with her husband Maxwell Armfield, a well known writer). Ms. Wilson told me
that the gravestone is in a very poor state and will probably be removed if nothing will be done to
restore it. The couple had no children; there is a relative, a great niece, who would like to be kept
informed of our plans.
You all know our Editor of the International Bulletin, Mrs. Anne Marie d'Haucourt, who from time to
time works in London – the grave is not very far from London. I asked her to meet with Ms. Wilson
to see what needs to be done to the gravestone. See pictures below. After a positive report from Anne
Marie, the information was sent to all Federation Presidents. I have received answers from around a
dozen of them and all are in favour of restoration. If there are any Clubs, who would like to
contribute please contact me or the International Treasurer.

While hoping to meet many of you at the Cultural Days in Berlin in May 2015, I take this
opportunity of wishing you all a very good year filled with Lyceum meetings, discoveries, good
lectures and, most of all, FRIENDSHIP!
Ingrid von Rosen
International President
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NEWS FROM THE CLUBS

Australia
The Lyceum Club (Melbourne) is one of the five Australian Lyceum Clubs www.lyceumclubs.org.au and was established in 1912. The Club has about ninety convenors of Circles and Book
Groups who, with the Programme Committee, are a real source of its vibrancy. August is the
“international month”. This year the Club celebrated all things Argentinian - from the sounds of the
tango to the pages of Jorge Luis Borges and the beauty of South American gardens. The dining room
also featured the flavours of Argentina.
At the Gala Club Dinner, the speaker’s topic The Secret History of Tango included music and images
of the iconic while Fantasy and Reality in Argentinean literature was the theme at the Literature
Circle. The Antiques and Collectables Circle agreed that horse racing was synonymous with
Argentina, and where there are races, there are women wearing hats. Members were able to view part
of a wonderful collection of vintage hats from the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. Members at the
Discussing Authors Circle presented vignettes of works by various Argentinian authors. The topic
at the Garden Circle was Gardens of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru and Colombia – with some
literary allusions. The speaker travels regularly to South America to appreciate their significant
gardens and landscapes. He also touched on literature as an avenue for understanding culture,
lifestyle and landscape. Lucky Club members at the Epicurean Circle joined an award-winning
sommelier, educator and winemaker as he told his story and adventures of making wine in
Argentina’s Uco Valley. He presented a selection of delicious Argentinian wines including his own
rosé and malbec, which matched a delicious menu. At the Music Circle, members were urged to
“think tango!” A Club member played the violin and one of Melbourne’s foremost pianists presented
a concert of tangos from around the world. Slow, suave and sometimes serene, the tango seduced and
soothed all present.

Cyprus
Please join us to hear the story of the 84 years in the life of our Lyceum.
In 1930 a teacher, Maria Ioannou, invited six students to tea in the beautiful town of Ammochostos,
Cyprus. During tea, they decided to establish a Lyceum Club for ladies in Ammochostos; a school of
music, dance, recitation and theatre. They organized concerts, seminars, lectures, exhibitions of
embroidery and paintings. The Children's Resort, established in the early days of Lyceum, was very
important. During the summer they hosted children from poor families, benevolent establishments in
Cyprus and abroad. A life-time project for the Lyceum members.
In July 1974 our lives changed completely due to the Turkish invasion of Cyprus. The inhabitants
scattered, became, and still are, refugees in their own native land. Claire Angelides located Lyceum
members with patience and effort. Lyceum came back to life in Limassol, followed by Lyceum in
Nicosia, Larnaca, Paralimni. Our Lyceum Clubs became the Federation of Women's Lyceum Clubs
Ammohostos Cyprus and in l978 became a member of IALC. An important discovery enlivened our
members: the members' registration book and programme of events were found in the archives in the
Lyceum building in Ammochostos. The Establishment Certificate 1930 is an invaluable inheritance
of our Federation, and we shall be very happy and honoured to be included in the archives of IALC.
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On 3rd September a charity concert has been organized to take place at the Presidential Palace, under
the auspices of the wife of the President of the Republic of Cyprus. The Cypriot-born tenor Kyros
Patsalides and the soprano Zoe Nicolaides, both members of the Vienna Opera, will perform. All
funds raised will be used for the Children's Resort, the work of a lifetime for members of our
Federation from 1930 till today.
Thank you for reading our story!

France
Lyon
Last May, as a preamble to the Florentine Cultural Days, the French Lyceum Federation organized
a visit to Assisi, Perugia and Arezzo. The Lyons Club was represented by four members, Christiane
Pechine, Bernadette Dejean, Nicole Verny and Sophie Massard).
In Perugia, the first step of our journey, we all gathered for dinner on Sunday evening. On Monday
morning we departed for Assisi, a Ghibelline medieval town perched on the slopes of the Asio Hill
at the foot of Mount Subasio, closely associated with St. Francis (1182-1226). We visited the
important monuments: the entire basilica of St. Francis, lower and upper, St. Chiara's basilica, the
church of St. Maria sopra Minerva, the cathedral of St. Rufino and St. Mary of the Angels which
contains the Porziuncola. We discovered the life of “Brother” Jacqueline, widow of Gratien
Frangipani, friend and disciple of St. Francis, for whom she made almond cream biscuits known
nowadays as the frangipane!
On Tuesday we walked through Perugia, a Guelf town with an ancient university tradition. This old,
mysterious, medieval town is still resonant of the massacre of the Baglioni family. We visited the
Fontana Maggiore by the Pisano sculptors (13th c.), the Palace of the Priors with the room of the
notaries and the prestigious National Gallery of Umbria with masterpieces by Pietro Perugino,
master of Raphael, who was born in Perugia.
On Wednesday we entered Tuscany where Arezzo awaited us and visited the Church of St. Francis
and the Bacci chapel with Piero della Francesca's frescoes, the Legend of the True Cross, the Piazza
Grande with the palaces designed by Vasari (born in Arezzo), the duomo and church of St.
Domenico.
All good things come to an end, and on Thursday we departed after a stop on the banks of Lake
Trasimeno on which calm, gigantic lake was fought the battle between Hannibal and Rome in 217
BC. The stop was short as Florence and its wonders awaited us!
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Germany
The Lyceum Club of Munich celebrated its 100th anniversary over the weekend from 18 to 20th
July 2014. On the Friday evening the white and blue sky was especially bright as we gathered for
our Jubilee dinner at the “Spaten-Brau” with its wonderful views. Lyceum members from Aachen,
Bern, Berlin, Karlsruhe, Koln, Rhein-Main, Stuttgart and Zurich celebrated together with the
Munich members. It was a very special pleasure for us to have as our guest from Stockholm Mrs.
Ingrid von Rosen, the International President. Her warm welcome to all ladies was typical of the
strong bond of friendship in the Lyceum Club.
Marianne Ziegler from Berlin, President of the German Federation, gave a speech which ended with
the typical Bavarian greeting “Gruss Gott”. A much appreciated reference for the Bavarian hosts
and a perfect introduction to one of the highlights of the evening, the story of the exciting life of
Anita Augspurg, campaigner for women's rights and peace, presented by Friedel Schreyogg. We
had a great deal to discuss afterwards and much to look forward to on our trip to the “blaue Land”.
We called it Emperor Weather (Kaiserwetter) when we met the artists of the “Blaue Reiter”. Our
guide Mrs. Lucae took us to the Franz Marc Museum and the Munterhouse , a world of colour and
high living. Under an old tree at the “Ahndl” church we drank a toast with sect and celebrated our
friendship again before returning to Munich. With an evening in the Biergarten or Theatre, the
official part of the celebration ended.
On the Sunday a few ladies shared a visit to the new Lenbachhouse but others had to return home,
we hope with many memories in their luggage. We will remember fondly the discussions, the
smiling ladies and the warm feelings of friendship.
Sabine Ponwenger
President ILCMunich

Italy

Catania, Sicily
Our annual programme began on October 28 having a welcome cocktail at The Nettuno hotel and a
performance by the renowned Sicilian actress Guia Jelo.
The first concert started our musical session, made up by 15 concerts, in November.
In January we were very pleased to welcome and listen to the famous Italian pianist Maestro
Michele Campanella, who played a classic repertoire from Chopin and Liszt.
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In addition, we organised 9 cultural evenings including conferences, talk shows and DVD
projections.
In March, we went on a cultural trip to Palazzolo Acreide to visit the ancient Greek little village
where we admired its amphitheatre; performances in open-air are still held there.
In June, approaching the end of our year, Professor Sergio Sciacca, a famous art and history scholar,
held a lecture to celebrate the 85th Anniversary of the Catanese Lyceum Club, which had been
founded by Lady Amalia Lanzerotti. The Past Presidents have been celebrated too: Mrs Ninfa
Ricciardolo, Mrs Maria Chiara Battaglini, Mrs Lina Costa and our current president Mrs Antonietta
Saglimbene Fortuna.
On June 23, we had the closing the year soiree at The Yachting Club in a very friendly atmosphere.
In September we met the French delegation of the Orléans French Lyceum Club led by Mme Mayté
Bordry. They were making a trip to Sicily and we had the pleasure to spend some time with them
talking about both our Lyceum Clubs.
Last but not least, our Charity board gave a remarkable donation to The Charity Organisation of
Mother Teresa of Calcutta.
This season has been long and intense, requiring the effort and help of the Governing Council, but
in the end, we are well aware of our commitment to reach the artistic, social and cultural goals that
are the main aims of all the Lyceum Clubs in the world.
With friendship
Antonietta Saglimbene Fortuna
President of the Lyceum Club Catania

Netherlands

Nijmegen
Lyceum Club Nijmegen is one of the three Lyceum Clubs in The Netherlands and the smallest as
one takes the number of members into account. Lyceum Clubs Amsterdam and Groningen have
twice as many members. Since 2011, when we last reported in the News Letter, our club has grown
to 60 members. These new members have been full-heartedly welcomed, of course. Last year we
had a change in the Board of three members: first and second secretary and treasurer.
Activities concern amongst others history of art, visits to museums, picture-galleries and films,
book discussions, lectures, playing bridge and coffee parties in the morning. In 2014 a creativity
and/or hobby club saw its first light. Plans are developed for a music course with possibilities to
visit concerts together.
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In 2011 members of our sister club Rhein/Main at Frankfurt (Germany) visited us and last year a
number of our members have brought a visit to Frankfurt. They had a warm and hospitable
welcome and this international contact we enjoyed very much.
Contacts with the other Netherlands’ sister clubs in Amsterdam and Groningen are maintained
through a yearly Contact Day. This year Lyceum Club Nijmegen will organize this event in
September 2014 and we hope to see many of our ‘sisters’ again. We’ll bring a visit to the War
Liberation Museum. This in the framework of the fact that 70 years ago Nijmegen has been
liberated after having been occupied for four years by the Germans during World War II. The City
Centre had been completely destroyed and cost many citizens their lives.
In 2015 we hope to celebrate our 90 years anniversary. We are proud that our Lyceum Club has
been able to reach such venerable age. Of course, we’ll celebrate! Plans to this end are in the
making.
To conclude, at the International Congress in 2016 we hope to meet many members of the
worldwide Lyceum Clubs at Amsterdam.

New Zealand

Whakatane
Following an interesting trip as New Zealand Federation President to the Northern Hemisphere to
attend the BCI meeting in May, I returned home to a real blast of winter. Visiting other clubs in
midwinter over frosty and icy roads to tell them of the BCI necessitated very careful driving but I
survived without even a dent in the car! Having never been to Italy I was able to go to Venice as
well as the wonderful week we had in Florence. The history and culture are so different to what we
have in New Zealand, which by comparison is a really young country.
The Choir Festival was held at my home club of Whakatane and as usual was a very enjoyable
occasion. Clubs take turns hosting this every 7 or 8 years and next year the choirs will have
performed for 25 years so we hope to make it a really special occasion. Visits to clubs to meet and
get to know members foster the friendship and fellowship we all enjoy, and the invitation to clubs to
make a contribution towards the restoration of Constance Smedley's gravestone is something we
will all consider at our AGM in September. Like the Choir Festival, clubs take turns to host our
Executive and Annual meetings. Giving members the draft plans for the Congress in Amsterdam
has provoked some interest too, so I am hoping that some members with family interests in the
Northern Hemisphere will take the opportunity to include the Congress in their travel plans.
Whakatane Club at their evening in September will have a top Floral Designer show us the most
interesting and modern designs. As Anna is a local woman, we are fortunate to have her come and
show us the sort of wonderful work we would all like to be able to emulate.
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Portugal
Lisbon
This year the Lyceum Club of Lisbon visited the beautiful Portuguese city of Aveiro which is
situated in the centre of the west coast of Portugal near the estuary of the river Vouga. The city is
crossed by a canal on which traditional boats are still used for touring purposes, reminiscent of the
canals of Venice in Italy, hence the city of Aveiro being called the Portuguese Venice.
Since ancient times Aveiro has been considered to be an economic centre of great importance, and
still is so to this day. Fishing is carried out in the estuary, with the main catch being eels. A special
kind of algae called “molico” is abundant in this area and is collected by special boats called
“moliceiros” for use as a fertilizer in agriculture. However, this use of the algae is gradually falling
out of fashion. Salinas producing salt of a very high quality are also found in the area and are a
source of high economic value. The city became a very important port because of its use by the
fleets involved in catching cod. Economic power developed because of the fishing and resulted in
the emergence of establishments where wealth was reflected in the construction of houses in the Art
Nouveau style. These houses were conspicuously sumptuous at the time of their appearance and
there are beautiful examples still in existence today.
Aveiro currently has an important university which is renowned for the high quality of its teaching
and its research. The city also has a reputation for gastronomy. Since it is situated in the estuary of a
river and also alongside the sea, fish dishes such as bouillabaisse and stewed eels are prominent on
the menu. Sweet dishes are conventional but also include a traditional sweet made from eggs, “ovos
molos”, which constitutes a real temptation!
Sweden
Stockholm
Well, what happened in the Stockholm Lyceum Club between 1st March and 1st September?
Change was very much in the air as our popular and much appreciated President for the last seven
years, Mrs. Ingrid von Rosen, was elected International President at the 2013 Perth Congress and
consequently had to resign from the Swedish presidency at our annual meeting in mid-March.
And now we can talk about documents: our Board had to prepare for a new president and in so
doing realized just how many documents had to be taken care of. They judged it essential to keep
all the documents from Ingrid von Rosen's presidency together, so two members, Mrs. Birgitta
Edling and Mrs. Gunilla Stael von Holstein, turned to the Stockholm archives. Gunilla had already
done so for the Club's Centenary celebration in 2011 when she wrote a short history of the Club
based on these archives.
There they found many documents: annual reports, balance sheets, programmes, minutes, lists of
lecturers, membership lists since the Club was created in 1911. However, documents from 2005
were missing, but Birgitta Edling agreed the terms of a written agreement with the head of the
Stockholm archives. Locating and processing all the documents from 2005 to 2014 necessitated
considerable work but by 4 March the missing documents had been delivered to the archives,
enabling Ingrid von Rosen to sign the agreement between the Stockholm Archives and the
Stockholm Lyceum Club. All the papers will be preserved in the archives and available for
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consultation, although for the next ten years we are not permitted to deposit any new documents.
Thus we now have our own archivist on the Board!
At our annual meeting in March Eivor Rabe was elected President of our Club and three new
members joined the Board. We wish them all every success.
Switzerland
St.Gallen
Switzerland is characterized by a rich cultural and linguistic diversity. Its Constitution recognizes
four national languages: German, French, Italian and Romansh. More than a hundred years ago a
small group of progressive thinking women from the French speaking part of Switzerland took the
initiative and launched the idea of founding a Swiss section of the International Lyceum Club.
However, there were not sufficient founding members, so they appealed to like-minded ladies from
the German speaking region of the country for their cooperation, and at the same time they hoped to
foster and consolidate cultural contact between the different speaking regions.
One hundred years later, the 185 members of the German speaking Lyceum Club of St.Gallen in
eastern Switzerland, surrounded only by German speaking regions and countries, have elected a
president who originates from French speaking Switzerland and whose German carries a
pronounced French accent. This selection underscores the vision of the founding clubs, which
promoted harmonious cultural exchange across borders, a vision which prevails to this day. Culture
and friendship, two cornerstones of the Lyceum Club, recognize no boundaries.
Indeed, of late there has been increased contact and exchange of ideas between the regional clubs of
Switzerland and abroad; the St.Gallen Club cultivates a partnership with the Lyceum Club of Koln
in Germany. Recently these two German speaking clubs undertook a trip together, not in
Switzerland or Germany, but in France touring Metz, Nancy and Reims. The programme included
visits to wonderful cathedrals with beautiful windows, such as those of Chagall and the German Imi
Knoebel, impressive town squares, as well as the Centre Pompidou, a cultural time walk from
gothic to contemporary art. After this impressive cultural exchange, the growing friendship was
appropriately toasted with the best of champagne from the wine cellar de Pommery: cheers, prosit,
sante, salute, viva!

Monique Gächter
President ILC St.Gallen

ILC St.Gallen and ILC Cologne in France
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United Kingdom
Edinburgh
Our Club session came to an end in April with the usual pleasant lunch and Annual General
Meeting. We enjoyed friendship together and interesting talks on a range of subjects covering life
in Edinburgh theatres years ago, beautiful artistry in the sculpture of glass, Scottish connections past
and present in life and business in India and, through a talk on Scottish DNA, we learned a great
deal about the diversity of our origins from far and near.
Unlike so many people throughout the United Kingdom, who suffered extensive flooding at the end
of last year we, in Edinburgh, found winter to have been kind to us and we had a pleasant spring
with all the beautiful displays of seasonal flowers and the pink and red foliage on the trees. Recent
days have passed with summer activities either at home or abroad.
Exchange of ideas and news is a delight when there is an opportunity to meet with members of
clubs from other countries. Such an opportunity arose when an enjoyable meeting took place with
the President of the Basel Club in Switzerland and it is quite amazing to learn that there are many
clubs in that country. Wonderful for IALC membership!! Unfortunately ours is the only one in
the U.K. and currently we are only 38 in number, nearly all of whom, although keen, are “of a
certain age”.
It is a pleasure to have been contacted by the Caen Club in France. Having met two of the ladies
who came to glean some information regarding a short visit to Edinburgh, we have organised a
dinner at the venue where our normal lunches and talks take place. It is hoped that the evening of
20th September will be a happy, successful one with the opportunity to meet the 22 Caen members
on their visit to our city.
United States
Philadelphia
Tuesdays were very good for our club this spring. We were able to schedule two very fruitful
activities for our members.
On April 9, we met at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts to attend a lunch time lecture. This
lecture explained the history of the Dream Garden located in the Curtis Publishing Building. After
the lecture we went to that building to view the magnificent work of art made of glass mosaics.
Originally designed by Maxfield Parrish and executed by Tiffany Glass Co., it almost left Philadelphia for Las Vegas when the casino tycoon Steve Wynn tried to buy and move it. PAFA and
others made it possible to keep it in its original location.
On April 22, members met at the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archeology and
Anthropology. The group toured the China exhibit led by our docent, a member of our Lyceum
Club. She asked us to imagine ourselves in different roles -- artist, collector and art conservator-- as
we examined the wide variety of artifacts. Our members focused on:
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- General Taizong’s 2 funerary panels once flanking the entrance to his tomb and featuring
his revered battle horses. These are considered the most important Chinese art pieces
in the Museum and were recently restored by conservators.
- glazed ceramic mortuary figures (horses and camels) symbolic of the owner’s Silk Road
trading.
- 26 foot Paradise Murals representing the Healing and Celestial Buddhas obtained from
a Chinese monastery.
- 2 Fu Lions, the largest examples of cloisonne in the world.
- a supersized 3 color Tang glazed ceramic figure called a Luohan and likely crafted in the
likeness of a revered Buddhist monk.
- several large figures representing the Buddha in stone, wood, and lacquer and finally,
- a magnificent 46 lb. crystal ball once belonging to the last Empress of China, Cixi.
The China gallery is one of the signature galleries in the Museum. These artifacts were acquired by
donation or purchase rather than by expedition.
Our club looks forward to future activities along with member exhibits of their own works. Our
circles continue with interesting books, films, opera, and travel topics. It seems that more members
are attending these circles.
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